OMC’s New Mini-Moto

By Christine Randell
The members who attended the Ride
Free event at Shuttleworth in March noticed how much attention the mini Moto
at the SERV stand was attracting from
children and adults alike. Terry Harris
suggested that it could be a good idea for
OMC to buy one of their own to take
to events.

Our neighbours’ grandchildren asked to
see the mini Moto when they came to
visit but, embarrassingly, one of the boys
put his knee down and the bike toppled
over so he had his first ‘off’. The bike has
now been fitted with a sturdy stand and
decorated with decals, giving it a sporty
look.

Terry found a new Moto in Club colours
on eBay. We won the bidding and collected the bike the next day.
Judging by my grandson’s face, I think the
bike should be very popular at shows and
events!
Nice Lifesaver, Jack!

OMC’s Beauty & Brains!

Two of our members graduated from
University this year, Christine Randell BA (Hons), our Secretary and
Christina Russell BSc (Hons), daughter of Bernie and Keith, and also our
OMC Brolly Dolly. Christina gained
a 2:1 degree in Criminological Forensic Psychology at Bolton University.
Christina has been a member of the
club since 2007 and rides a Fazer 600.
She is going on to do her Masters at

London South Bank University in Investigative Forensic Psychology and
hopes this will lead to a job in crime
investigation.
Christine
Randell
attended
Northampton University as a mature
student and also achieved a 2:1 in her
English degree, making her prestigious
position as Secretary of Oakley Motorcycle Club more secure.

Everything for your bike at
your favourite local dealer!
Call in and see us or shop online at

www.ﬂitwickmotorcyclesexpress.com
Over the last 26 years, we’ve
established a reputation as
one of the best motorcycle
dealerships you’ll ever visit,
thanks to our friendly staff,
great service and some very
excellent coffee!
• We have a terrific selection of new and used
bikes in stock at all times – view them online!
• Large stock of Yamaha Genuine Parts in
store, plus a fantastic range of aftermarket
spares and accessories
• Massive Clothing & Accessory Department,
with a special 10% discount for Oakley
Motorcycle Club members*
• We stock a large selection of tyres, fitted
while you wait, at great competitive prices
*on production of a current OMC membership card.

We’re pleased to support

web: www.flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk email: flitwick@flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk

01525 712197
Station Road, Flitwick, Bedfordshire MK45 1JR

Bromham Show 10th July
2011

Based on the success of last year, the organisers of the Bromham Show invited OMC
back again this year. We had a good turn
out from our members despite a couple of
brief rain showers. The show was well attended and the new Club mini moto was
a good draw for the kids. Parents were
keen to photograph their children on the
bike and were generous in their donations
to the air ambulance for the privilege. The
highlight of the day was the fly past by the

RAF Lancaster Bomber from the Battle of
Britain memorial flight, which treated the
crowd to some tree top flying. An Italian V
twin might sound sweet, but nothing makes
the hair on the back of your neck stand up
like four Merlin engines overhead. I would
like to thank all our members for helping
out on the day, especially Bernice for the
cake and sandwiches and Keith Russell for
doing his health and safety bit - filling in
killer pot holes on the stand.

Cadwell Park Track Day
8th July 2011

By Keith Russell
A group of older gentlemen travelled to
Horncastle the night before the track day
and stayed in a rather nice pub where we
had a good meal and a few jars before retiring for a well-earned rest. We arrived early
at the track to find Gixerboy Dave still in his
tent where he and his friend had camped for
the night. A quick blast on the horn made
sure that he was awake!

running onto the grass at 70 mph. Brown
pants and my wife’s words ringing in my
ears ‘drop the Fazer and you’re dead’ saw
me keep it upright. My efforts were duly
trumped later by Clive ‘Motorcross’ Homan
inviting Dickie Galka to try out the grass on
the bottom of the jump. Clive kept it upright
but Dickie gracefully dropped his BMW HP2
onto its side, but valiantly saved any damage
to it by throwing himself underneath it. Clive
vanished out of site but popped back out at
the top of the hill rejoining the track. Even
the BSB boys couldn’t have topped that one.
Gixer Dave - the ‘Track Day God’ even had
time to show off, jumping the hill and waving
at the rest of us (also commonly known as a
tank slapper).

The day was a little damp – as in raining cats
and dogs. After a safety briefing we set out in
our three groups – Novice, Intermediate and
Hero (Gixerboy Dave and his friend). We all
enjoyed the day even though four of us tried
the wet grass to see if it had any more grip!
I was chasing Josef down the back straight in The BMW organised track day was one of
the wet when I decided to outbreak myself, the safest that we have attended and special

thanks to Brian Cullip for organising the accommodation and taking photos all day.
EDITORS NOTE: May I just point out that
there were over taking rules. Namely on the
left, which led to some people using this to their
advantage, ie.not getting out of the bloody way.
Some of us less polite people just pissed past
them on the right. Dickie seemed to think he
may have been held up by Mr Homan`s R1 and
duly showed him his front wheel, closely followed
by his arse sliding on the grass.

Oakley Carnival 2011

By Baysie
The bi-annual Oakley Carnival held
on 2nd July saw a dry sunny day and
a large crowd. Yet again OMC had a
pitch and bike display and led the Carnival procession with 35 bikes doing
the two laps of the village to start proceedings before attending the Oakley
Club playing fields.

ing a face like Gordon Ramsay with
haemorrhoids, he quickly knocked out
60 burgers. Well done mate.

We also had OMC member Dave Pannell nipping around taking the photos
whilst dressed a bit like the actor Don
Estelle from “It ain’t half hot Mum” but
bizarrely wearing boots with shorts?
Dave those shorts with motorcycle
Our riders were then treated to a boots looked wrong, very, very wrong!
free soft drink and a cheeseburger Anyway mate, despite you not winning
courtesy of our very own Marquee any awards for fashion, thanks for the
chef Paul “The Beast” East, who yet work with the camera.
again volunteered his culinary skills
at an OMC display. With the body of Again this year OMC had an eight man
Anthony Worrall-Thompson and pull- team in the Tug-O-War and they gal-

lantly won their first contest but lost
in the final to a practiced team with
a slightly better technique known as
pulling together at the same time!
Well done lads, best we start practicing for the 2013 carnival. I was told
that we have many well practiced
“tuggers” within the club, not quite
sure what that person meant

though? I think he may have been re
ferring to me?
I would like to say a big thank you
to all who took part from setting up,
cooking, the riders, Christina in the
OMC brolly babe cat suit, Chris and
Phil for the drinks and food. The TugO-war team, the members who displayed their bikes and everyone else
I may have forgot.
The feedback and appreciation from
the Oakley Carnival committee and
Oakley Residents has been fantastic.

WOLLASTON BIKES.
JUST WHAT YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

At Wollaston we have a fantastic dealership facility situated on Bedford Road,
Northampton. Why not join our Thursday night ride outs or keep in touch for
all the latest Motorrad news and invites to exclusive launch events?
• Newly opened Biker Café
• Full range of new bikes
• A huge range of BMW Approved Used Bikes and other franchise models
• Accessories and Rider Equipment
• Aftersales and Servicing

Call us on 01604 232000 to find out more.

Wollaston

Bedford Road, Northampton
Northamptonshire NN1 5SZ
01604 232000 www.wbikes.com
23058-002 WOLLASTON 190x132.indd 1

Wollaston

The Ultimate
Riding Machine
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Discount on all parts, accessories
& servicing which can be used in
addition with other offers!
(excluding motorcycle sales)
Available to all Oakley M/C Club
members, you must bring your
membership card at time of sale.
WE CAN OFFER YOU
GENUINE PARTS FROM
KAWASAKI
VICTORY
HARLEY DAVIDSON
SERVICING FOR ALL
MAKES & MODELS FROM £99.00

Visit our website for the latest
used bike stocklist.
Always a good selection of
used Harley Davidson, Victory
and
Kawasaki Motorcycles

Offering Servicing, Clothing and Accesories
We are located at: 170 Watling Street East Towcester Northants NN12 6DB
Tel: 01327 353444 www.silverstone-motorcycles.co.uk
Opening Hours
Tuesday to Friday 9am to 6pm
Saturday 9am to 5pm

North West 200

By Clive Homan
This was a fantastic trip, we started
our journey with six of us travelling
to Pembroke to catch the afternoon
boat to Roslare all was OK but a slight
delay so we had to get a wriggle on
to make our first night with John’s sister. That meant a coast-to-coast trip
across southern Ireland. We arrived
about 10pm, and got straight into the
Irish culture, and went to bed when

the sun was coming up at 5.00am.
Day 2 was a bit slower and after a
great day of Irish roads we spent another night with another of John’s
sisters, who had prepared us an Irish
stew and spuds, we had an early night
after all the fresh air and didn’t fancy
looking at another sunrise. Well that
was our excuse to go to bed early.
Also the thought of sharing a bed with
Mr Hennessey was to good to miss!!

Friday was the day we met the other
five members as we head up to the
northwest area, so we picked them
up on our route via Cavan up to our
next accommodation, which was
about 18 miles from the circuit. A
few of us went up to the race area
and rode around the north west 200
circuit, and had a look around the
pits, it was a sunny calm evening and
the atmosphere was electric with the
anticipation of the race the next day.
The local boys were in town racing bicycles with a chain saw engine
lashed to the frame with no brakes, it
looked life threatening going around
the roundabout in the town centre
but looked fun not that we had a go.
The Guinness had more interest at
that time of night so we had a couple
or two!
Race day was Saturday we set of in
persistent rain and it never stopped
all day, we sat in the grandstand waterproofs on helmets on just to try
to stay dry it was kin wet. There was
then a bomb scare in the pits just to
delay the start of the race then after
a four laps of the race officials had to
cancel the rest of the racing due to
severe weather conditions. 70mph
side winds and driving rain, all racing
was cancelled.
On route back to the hotel we
popped into Joey Dunlop’s bar in Ballymoney, and had a pint of the black

stuff so that made it a little better.
At the top of the road from the pub
there is the Dunlop’s memorial garden for Joey and Robert who sadly
lost their lives racing. This memorial
is visited by bikers from all over the
world and was worth the visit.
Sunday we travelled along the north
coast most of it in sunshine with
some beautiful views, we stopped
at the Giants Causeway parked up
and then the heavens opened again.
OMC members took the bus down
to the causeway no kidding the wipers could not move with the amount
of rain that was falling, you couldn’t
see a thing outside. The very brave
driver took us down the single-track
road, and low and behold the sun
came out with blue sky to give us a
fantastic look at this remarkable feature of rock formation and a photo
shoot. We all went for a Chinese
for our last night in Skerries before
catching the early boat home next
morning.
I would like to thank John O’Grady
and family for organising a brilliant
trip and all the guys and girls who
came to Ireland for making it another fun tour, even though we didn’t
see all the North West Racing we
had planned too, it was a crac to be
sure!!!!!!

Easter Egg Run 2011

By Phil Randell
Firstly may I apologise for the lateness of this article and any errors
that might appear due to the brain
cells that have died since Easter.
However, from what I can remember,
it was a lovely day and we had a great
turnout, with over fifty bikes delivering Easter Eggs to five local good
causes.
We chose to split into five groups
to make the rides more manageable.
We also decided to include more
homes with adult residents who suffer learning disabilities, because experience has shown that these are
the people who appreciate what we
do the most (in their own way), and
the smiles on their faces are price-

less.
For the third year running, John Phillimore led a group to The Squirrels in
Rusden, which is a respite centre for
sick children.
Colin Measures led a group to Lovell
Homes in Oakley for the second
time. This is a housing complex for
local elderly people.
Tony Dawson led a group to Elstow
House in Bedford, a home for adults
with learning disabilities
Keith Russell led a group to The
Leonard Cheshire Home in Ampthill,
again a home for adults with learning
problems.

For the third year running I then led
a group to The Brookside Centre in
Kempston, which is a residence for elderly people with learning problems.
Because all the recipients are local
each lead rider planned a ride-out of
about fifty miles after their Easter egg
drop, ending their rides at the Oakley
Club house. OMC funded a lunchtime
buffet, beautifully prepared by Barbara
and Julie.

Members and sponsors of Oakley Motorcycle Club who preferred to give
money rather than Easter eggs were
very generous and the event raised
over £900 for the East Anglian Air Ambulance.
The Easter Egg Run is an annual event
for the Club and we look forward to
seeing you all next Easter, come rain,
hail, snow or blow, for what is always
a really enjoyable and worthwhile day.

How not to do France on a Saturday

I’ve always enjoyed riding motorcycles and
the longer the ride the better. Having ridden
around a fair proportion of England, Scotland
and Wales it’s fairly natural to turn the handlebars towards Europe, a much bigger target.
In “a life before children” my wife Jackie and
I were able to take several forays into the
world of riding on the other side venturing
as far as the Pyrenees and the Black Forrest.
The arrival of our girls brought our two wheel
wanderings to a halt, for a while, but we were
fortunate enough to be able to continue our
continental travels as a family by car.
Now with children grown up and off our
hands I was keen to take up my European adventures on two wheels again but I wanted
to do so with Jackie in a way that we would
both enjoy. My solution was to sign up for
an organised tour courtesy of The World of
BMW; here was an opportunity to travel to
interesting places using motorcycle friendly
routes, to stay in superb hotels and to share
the days experiences with a group of like
minded travelling companions. Our first tour
was a ten day trip down through France and
Germany to Zell am Zee in the Austrian Alps.
The weather was unbelievably kind to us and

we had a fantastic holiday but we learnt a few
things from our experience for future tours.
The two main things that we learnt were that
my trusty old BMW R850R was not ideal for
two up touring and that maps don’t tell you
where you are when you are in the middle
of rural Germany (and you’ve been diverted
without any clues as to how you are supposed
to get to your destination).
Annecy, the next objective!
So for our next tour, the following year, when
we headed for Annecy in the foothills of the
French Alps we were equipped with a new to
us R1200GS and the answer to every navigation conundrum a Garmin Zumo sat-nav.

Ready for the off
Unfortunately we were still equipped with a
fossil of an operator, me! My forty years of
riding has taught me to fathom out how far

Unfortunately we were still equipped with a
fossil of an operator, me! My forty years of
riding has taught me to fathom out how far
I can go and when I might get there by using
a trip meter, a reserve tap and a clock. Analogue man meets digital technology – not a
good mixture.
Our holiday saw us leaving Calais with a full
tank of fuel heading for our over- night stop
at Verdun a good 230 miles away. In the cold
light of day one can see that a BMW predicted
range of 220 miles with the available fuel is
not quite up to the mark of doing a non-stop
journey! But I was now in the digital age fully
equipped for every eventuality, yer right. The
digital clock on my bike told me the time and
my clever Zumo told me that our time of arrival was 4 o’clock. Believing my on board
technology because I liked its predicted arrival time I used my stunning mental arithmetic skills to calculate that at our normal rate
of progress we would arrive at our hotel with
about a gallon of petrol in reserve to allow for
a little getting lost en-route. Sorted.
Those readers old enough to remember our
village shops having a half day closing in “the
good old days” may think they have a flavour
of idyllic rural French living – only when the
French have a half day closing on Saturday
afternoon they mean closed! You may find a
cafe or bar open but not much else unless you
are near a major city.
So off we set, stopping at regular intervals for
refreshments and “comfort” breaks. The sun
was shining and we swanned along taking in
the sights. I’m not sure when I noticed that
the clock on the bike said “it’s 4 o’clock chaps”
but it didn’t agree with Zumo who said you’ll
be there in a little over an hour, that’s about
50 miles of riding with about 40 miles of fuel.
Oh bugger. I had rather rashly assumed that
something that knew where it was to within
a handful of metres might realistically know
what the time was. Wrong. Zumo was still
operating on UK time, doh!

So we now have over an hour’s riding to do
with rather less than an hour’s fuel left and it’s
Saturday afternoon, in France, and we know
that the chances of finding an open fuel station are pretty low.
We passed garage after garage, all closed
of course; and don’t be fooled into thinking
that the automatic fuel pumps will come to
your aid; they only accept French credit/debit
cards! As we were leaving the umpteenth garage, still empty tanked, a passing French rider
slowed, carried out a U-turn and caught us up.
We both stopped, he didn’t speak English and
we didn’t really speak French but we were
able to explain the situation. He insisted on
travelling with us as we tried to limp towards
our destination. Eventually the inevitable happened and we ground to a halt a good 5 miles
after the bikes digital read out said our range
on the remaining fuel was 0 miles. Our new
found friend insisted on going off to get fuel.
After a while he returned with 5 litres of essence. All that he would take was the cost of
the fuel. He insisted on escorting us to the
nearest open fuel station and then promptly
disappeared before we really had a chance to
say thank you properly. Ironically we had run
out of fuel a mere 2 miles from the garage and
from there less than a mile to our hotel – so
near but yet so far...
Well we did make Verdun, parked far right:

The rest of our holiday passed pleasurably
without any further hiccoughs and we have
had several more tours without quite that level of fuel anxiety cropping up again; although
I do still try a little too hard to get maximum
value out of each fill up!
The moral of this story, if there is one? Don’t
take your brain out just because you have a

sat-nav. It’s a tool not a solution. Don’t use
the reserve unless you really need to and be
grateful that the world is populated by mostly
warm hearted, kind people that show unbelievable generosity at the most unexpected
times. Needless to say I am not allowed to
pass perfectly good fuel stations with the reserve light showing now.
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